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Absence of simulation evidence for critical depletion in slit pores
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Recent Monte Carlo simulation studies of a Lennard-Jones fluid confined to a mesoscopic slit pore have
reported evidence of ‘‘critical depletion’’ in the pore local number density near the liquid-vapor critical point.
In this Brief Report we demonstrate that the observed depletion effect is in fact a simulation artifact arising
from small systematic errors associated with the use of long range corrections for the potential truncation.
Owing to the large near-critical compressibility, these errors lead to significant changes in the pore local
number density. We suggest ways of avoiding similar problems in future studies of confined fluids.
@S1063-651X~99!09007-8#

PACS number~s!: 68.15.1e, 64.60.Fr, 05.70.Jk, 68.35.Rh
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent papers@1–3#, one of us reported grand canonic
Monte Carlo simulation studies of a Lennard-Jones fl
confined between two structureless attractive walls arran
in a slit-pore geometry. The behavior of the number den
profile across the pore,r(z), was studied for various value
of the thermodynamic parameters, namely, the chemical
tential m and temperatureT. At certain values ofm and T
~apparently close to those of the bulk liquid-vapor critic
point! it was observed that the average local density in
middle of the pore fell markedly below the value obtained
a fully periodic simulation performed at thesamem andT.
These findings were used to argue in favor of the existe
of a generic ‘‘critical depletion’’ phenomenon, namely, th
proposed tendency of a critical fluid to be expelled by
confining medium, even when the confining walls strong
attract the fluid particles@2#. Such a scenario is supported b
experimental findings for SF6 adsorbed in mesoporous mat
rials @3,4#, for which a dramatic reduction in adsorption w
observed as the bulk critical temperature was approac
from above along the critical isochore.

In this Brief Report we point out that the apparent critic
depletion reported in Refs.@1–3# is actually a simulation
artifact arising from systematic errors associated with
corrections applied to the configurational energy to comp
sate for the truncation of the interparticle potential. Usi
new simulations, we show that if one chooses a sufficien
large truncation distance or alternatively avoids the use
truncation corrections altogether, then the depletion ef
disappears.

II. SIMULATION DETAILS AND RESULTS

The simulation arrangement and procedure employed
this work are the same as those described in Refs.@1,2#, and
accordingly we merely summarize the principal featur
Grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations@5# were per-
formed for a Lennard-Jones fluid, having an interparticle
tential of the form
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ULJ~r !54eF S s

r D 12

2S s

r D 6G , ~2.1!

wheree ands are respectively the Lennard-Jones~LJ! well
depth and scale parameters. Two distinct geometries w
studied:~1! a fully periodic system, and~2! a slit-pore ge-
ometry, in which the fluid is confined between two paral
structureless walls, having periodic boundary conditions
the directions parallel to the walls. In the latter case,
walls were taken to exert a potential on the fluid particles
the form

UFW54e f F2

5 S s

z D 10

2S s

z D 4G , ~2.2!

wheref is a parameter that tunes the strength of the wall-fl
interactions relative to those of the fluid interparticle intera
tions.

As in previous studies of this system@1,2#, the reduced
temperature was set to the valueT51.36, believed to be
close to the bulk critical temperature. The chemical poten
m of the periodic system was then tuned until the equilibriu
density reached the valuer50.365, believed to be close t
the bulk critical density. The resulting value ofm was then
fed into a simulation of the slit-pore system at the sa
temperature and with the choicef 50.9836. In both the pe-
riodic and slit-pore arrangements, the Lennard-Jones in
particle potential was truncated at some radius, and a c
pensating correction applied to the configurational ener
For the periodic system, this correction was calculated in
standard fashion by assuming a spherical cutoff surface
radiusr c centered on each particle, combined with a unifo
density approximation forr .r c . For the energy correction
per particle this yields

upbc5
1

2
4prE

r c

`

dr r 2ULJ~r !5
8

3
pres3F1

3 S s

r c
D 9

2S s

r c
D 3G ,
~2.3!
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wherer5^N&/V is the average number density of the sy
tem.

In the case of the slit-pore system, the truncation corr
tion used was that given in Ref.@6#, which assumes a cylin
drical cutoff surface~on whose principal axis each partic
lies! extending across the whole widthD of the pore, i.e.,
such that the cylinder ends coincide with the pore walls. T
yields

upore52
pes6

sc
3

tan21S D

sc
DVr2, ~2.4!

wheresc is the radius of the cutoff cylinder.
We have studied the effect of the cylindrical cutoff radi

sc on the density profiler(z) of the slit-pore system. Fo
each choice ofsc , the m value employed in the simulatio
was that yielding an average densityr50.365 in a periodic
system of the same dimensions and withr c5sc . For small
cylindrical cutoffs (sc53.5s), Fig. 1 shows that the loca
density in the pore middle is depleted with respect to
density of the periodic system~dashed line! at the sameT,m.
This is the result reported in Refs.@1–3#. However, new
results for a larger choice of the cylindrical cutoff~also in-
cluded in Fig. 1! show that this depletion reduces assc is
increased, and in fact vanishes forsc*5.0s. This depen-
dence of the depletion on the choice ofsc was missed in
previous studies@1,3#.

We have also performed simulations in which we d
pense with the use of cutoff corrections altogether, and s
ply simulate a system of particles interacting via a trunca
Lennard-Jones potential. The results~Fig. 2! exhibit no sign
of a density depletion in the pore middle with respect to
periodic system.

FIG. 1. The number density profiler(z) ~corresponding to a slit
pore of widthD515s) at two values of the cylindrical cutoff ra
dius. In each case, the reduced temperature isT51.36, and the
chemical potentialm used is that which yields an average dens
r50.365 ~horizontal line! in a periodic system of linear sizeL
515s3 at the sameT. The figure shows that as the cylindric
cutoff radius is increased, the depletion disappears.
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III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The dependence of the density depletion on the choic
the cylindrical cutoffsc ~Fig. 1! points to a breakdown of the
uniform density approximation invoked in the derivation
the truncation correction for the internal energy@Eq. ~2.4!#.
This approximation assumes that the number density outw
the cutoff surface is uniform, having an average system d
sity r5^N&/V. However, Figs. 1 and 2 show that for a s
system,r(z) exhibits considerable structure across the po
especially close to the walls. Accordingly, one must exp
some measure of systematic error to be associated with
~2.4!. Tests show that for the choice of cutoffsc53.5s em-
ployed in Refs.@1–3#, this error is very small, so that in mos
circumstances Eq.~2.4! represents a good approximation.

It seems, however, that in the critical region, even a v
small error in the truncation correction can lead to large
fects on the local pore number density. The reason for thi
the large near-critical compressibility, reflected in the fa
that nearTc , isotherms ofm(r) become very flat~see, e.g.,
Fig. 3 of Ref.@2#!. Since the error in the truncation corre
tion acts rather like a shift in the bulk~chemical potential!
field with respect to the periodic system, large alterations
the local pore density may result. This is in accord with t
observation@1,3# that the depletion is large close to the cri
cal point, but diminishes as one moves to higher tempe
tures along the critical isochore. To avoid similar problem
arising in future studies of the effects of confinement on n
critical fluids, it would seem wise to adopt one of the follow
ing strategies.

~1! Employ a very large value for the truncation rang
and test for any systematic dependence of results on
value. This is clearly a very computationally intensive so
tion.

~2! Employ a truncated potential and dispense with c
rections altogether. Such a system is clearly well defined,
causes complications if one wishes to model real substan

FIG. 2. The number density profiler(z) ~corresponding to a slit
pore of widthD521s) for a truncated potential with no tail cor
rection applied. In each case the reduced temperature isT51.36
and the chemical potentialm used is that which yields an averag
densityr50.365~horizontal line! in a periodic system of linear size
L521s3 at the sameT.
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~3! Employ a cut and shifted potential which ten
smoothly to zero at the cutoff.

In summary, we have demonstrated that the apparent c
cal depletion reported in Refs.@1–3# was actually an artifac
arising from systematic errors in the energy correction
the tail truncation in the slit-pore geometry. Although n
merically small, these errors can~in the critical region!
strongly influence the fluid local number density of the co
fined system compared to a periodic system at the same
perature and chemical potential. Thus our findings under
the care that must be taken when implementing any sor
truncation corrections for near-critical fluid models. Furth
simulation studies of the near-critical properties of a co
fined fluid are in progress, and a detailed account of th
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and their implications for theory and experiment on critic
depletion will be presented in a later paper.
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